Choose Red Hat Consulting
In the current economic climate, it's critical to make the most of your technology deployments and look for
opportunities to carve out costs. Red Hat consultants offer deep subject matter expertise combined with
years of industry experience. If you're looking to cut costs, a consultant can provide value by first
identifying areas where you can save by migrating to Red Hat or JBoss, and then ensuring a safe, stable
migration allowing you to effectively carve out costs without sacrificing quality or reliability.
Red Hat Consulting can help you:
• Make smart architectural decisions from the start
• Reduce risk
• Accelerate project completion and time to value
• Integrate open and closed source software components
• Reduce support requirements
• Maximize product performance
• Deliver knowledge transfer and best practices to your in-house team
Choose from services designed to help you wherever you are in your Red Hat or JBoss deployment
cycle. Still weighing the risks and rewards? Invest in a professional assessment and know exactly what
you stand to gain by migrating. Or, if you're ready to implement and migrate, find solutions that promise
successful transitions whether you're migrating your operating system, middleware or applications.
Already started an in-house project? Add elite engineers and architects to your team and have dedicated
open source expertise under your roof for the duration of a project or longer.
Prepaid Consulting Units from Red Hat Consulting
Consulting Units offer you the flexibility to purchase consulting services from Red Hat in advance and
determine your precise consulting needs later. Buy Consulting Units now and apply them to any Red Hat
Consulting purchase within 12 months of purchase.
If you have unallocated end-of-year budget, Consulting Units are a great way to invest in your technology
infrastructure needs without committing to a specific consulting topic upfront.
Purchase Information
Each unit costs $100 (MSRP) and a minimum purchase of 100 units is required per purchase. A typical
one-week engagement requires 100 units but may vary based on your specific requirements.
Consulting Units Redemption
Redeem Consulting Units for any Red Hat Consulting offering including:
• Assessments
• Quickstarts
• Implementations
• Health Checks
• Workshops

